2017 Corfu Challenge

Sponsorship
Package
July 3 - 8, Corfu, Greece

Reawakening the Ancient Spirit
of Sailing

T

his summer, the usually quiet waters of the
Ionian Sea will once again roil with ancient
energy—a dauntless fleet of sailing
ships racing toward the shores of Corfu. A vision straight from the pages of Apollonius, it
could easily be Jason and his Argonauts outracing the Colchian fleet in their famous arrival at the island. The name of Jason’s ship,
Argo, means swift, and hese vessels are all
worthy of the name. They are the world’s
top Maxi 72 racing yachts, each crewed by
modern-day Argonauts vying for victory in the
2017 Corfu Challenge, July 3-8.
The concept of the race was inspired by a group
of Maxi owners searching for a way to bring
new challenges to the sport—new experiences
that would at the same time reconnect sailing
to its oldest historical roots. The key was finding the right location—one that would deliver
an experience of new waters, good winds, new
challenges, and a new discovery of sailing’s

ancient mythology. “What about Corfu?” suggested owner George Sakellaris. Jewel of the
Ionian Sea, set flawlessly in the waters between
Greece and Italy by the god Poseidon himself,
Corfu was the perfect place.
Included in the 2017 Maxi 72 Overall Trophy,
the 2017 Corfu Challenge is being organized
by the Marina Gouvia Sailing Club, with the
cooperation of the International Maxi Association (IMA) and the Maxi 72 Class. The event is
open to all boats with a valid 2017 Maxi 72 Certificate, as well as boats with a valid 2017 IRC
Certificate and a Maxi 72 Class confirmed Wild
Card invitation.
An officially sanctioned event, the Corfu Challenge will not only inspire the sport to explore
its historical grounding in the ancient Hellenic
spirit and traditions of sailing; it will, at the
same time, help to bring Greece into the future
as a key new host of top class yacht racing.

E

voking a modern renaissance of sailing’s oldest Hellenic traditions, the Corfu
Challenge has generated great enthusiasm throughout the competitive sailing
community. Early Corfu Challenge entries by the world’s top Maxi 72 boats include Hap Fauth’s Bella Mente, Dieter Schön’s Momo, Roberto Tomasini Grinover’s
Robertissima, Alex Schaerer’s Caol Ila R, and George Sakellaris’ Proteus.

The island of Corfu...
...situated in the heart of the Ionian Sea,
has been frequented and fantasized about
since ancient times. Long sought after by the
Venetians, French and the British, their historical influence is evident throughout the
town’s architecture and landmarks. A
UNESCO Cultural Heritage Site,
Corfu ranks amongst
Europe’s most

fascinating destinations. With its many
fine restaurants, bars, spas, sports facilities, and world-class beaches, Corfu
offers a unique combination of history,
beauty, and luxury that will make the
Corfu Challenge Annual Regatta one of
the most memorable parts of the Maxi
72 schedule.

Marina and Berthing

Gouvia Marina is a modern, fully equipped
marina with exceptional facilities and services located in the bay of Gouvia in Corfu
and is part of D-Marin Marinas group, the
biggest marina chain in the Eastern Mediterranean. The Marina is 7 km from the international airport of Corfu and 6 km from the old
city of Corfu. Gouvia Marina contains all of
your berthing needs, plus off water facilities:
shops, restaurants, café and bars, supermarket, swimming pool, children’s playground,
cricket and croquet lawns.
Boats entering the event will have event
berths reserved for them in Gouvia Marina
from 12.00 hrs 27th June till 10 th July 2017,
12.00hrs. For this period the berth and berth
consumption fees for the race boats and
team tenders (max 1 per team) are included

in the Entry Fee. Container, car and van/trailer parking will be supplied close to the regatta
berths.
Pier P, which has a permanent draft of 5.5
meters, has been reserved for The Corfu
Challenge, along with an area for associated
containers etc. Rise and fall of water levels is
insignificant, and the sea bottom is sand. Entry and exit routes are suitable for keel depth.
At all berths, electricity is available (220V and
380V) as is fresh water. Berthing will be available at 120.00 € per day for Corfu Challenge
yachts, and this fee includes the 24% VAT,
electricity, water consumption and container
storage. The lifting machinery of the Marina
includes a 75 ton travelift, a 60 ton mobile
crane, and a 50 ton boat mover, all of which
will be available.

Race Map

Partner Opportunities

The 2017 Corfu Challenge offers partners numerous high impact
impressions for brand recognition throughout the regatta. The following
levels of support and brand recognition are available:
1x		

Naming Right Partner

$50k

8x 		

Official Partners 		

$25k

		

Friends of Event		

$10k

Supporters

$1500

		

For more information regarding sponsorship opportunities,
contact: sponsors@corfuchallenge.com
or visit: www.corfuchallenge.com

